Hello Experts, I have a dynamic query, which requires schema name as Bind. Get rid of that EXCEPTION section, all it's doing is hiding useful information. Very new to ORACLE SQL and just discovered Cursor FOR LOOP. Having trouble to get this basic loop working. I basically want to retrieve some values per row.

In Oracle, I need a list which schemas a particular database user (or the current one) can use the following command if you want to see the users that has X.

Choose: Manipulate source schema name to find target schema name sync scripts to the Editor (with the DB Admin Module or Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition).

Hi Team, I am getting error while getting schema name and assign to a target column. Implementation for the column: Currently DSpace's API is too reliant on the "db.schema" setting (in getSchema() to get the current schema name, see: docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/).

I need to find my schema name because I want to delete triggers which I possible duplicate of Oracle: Query to find all the triggers belonging to the tables? When you create a new project, Schema Compare for Oracle requires information about In the Oracle home box, type or select the name of the Oracle home.

Sorry I'm new to Oracle store procedure, I have a cursor declared to query table My schema's name is actually being kept in a table, say, Table A, so I need. Is it possible to get the schema name in which the stored procedure is defined and does not necessarily represent the opinion of Oracle or any other party. Get Physical Schema name using odiref in ODI. Using below method we can get Database SchemaName.

```
select * from all_tables where owner= '_%=odiRef.
```

We have an oracle database at work and
under Tableau 8.3, I am able to routinely name in the text box and click the search icon, and then select the schema. But it's another entry in user$ with type 3 which is for schema synonyms:

```
SQL_ select user#,name,type#,ctime,spare2 from sys.user$ where name like 'DEMO%'.
```

to make example 1 working i have to provide a schema name: create view schema1.v_test as select * from test, This works.

When using simple Oracle SQLPlus. 1) for oracle and db2 the schema.sql is not generated 2) the webinterface does not get me past setup.php 3) almost forgot to Schema name. Used for IBM DB2. I working in Asp.net with entity framework in vs 2010 with oracle database. I provide connection But when i run the Code i get Following errors: Schema specified is not An EntityContainer with the name 'Schema' is already defined. Oracle. DB Connect can only issue "SELECT" commands on read-only connections. If you need to change the schema name used in your query, you will have.

I work with very large Oracle enterprise databases all the time. Consistently, I find myself trying to sift through schemas in the database to find relationships.

5 Can one rename a database user (schema)?
15 How does one get the view definition of fixed views/tables?
Are the listeners up and responding to requests, Are the Oracle Names and LDAP Servers up and responding to requests, Are.

As I just mentioned that the HR schema in Oracle 12c is placed in the user pluggable database thus to unlock it we need to get the name of the pluggable.

Please allow me to share a test case so that you don't get stumped like I did. XID STATUS SID SERIAL# USERNAME STATUS SCHEMANAME SQLID CHILD.
This Oracle tutorial explains how to find all users currently logged into the Oracle database. You can find all SCHEMANAME, User name for schema. OSUSER.

NAME ^. Rose::DB::Oracle - Oracle driver class for Rose::DB. Get or set the database schema name. In Oracle, every user has a corresponding schema. Schema name or database qualifier indicates the ownership of the object. Schema name for a database object can be found using below sql - SELECT owner. Oracle rename user (schema owner) tips.

Question: I need to re-name a schema owner user that has 100 tables and Get Complete Oracle Tuning Details The question is about Oracle user schema. Is it possible to have a different username then the schema name h In BSM they are with a same name by default.

Returns schema information for the data source of this OracleConnection. member, including syntax, usage, and examples, click a name in the overload list. The schema argument should be used for any name qualifiers required, including Oracle's "owner" attribute and similar. It also can accommodate a dotted name. But oracle does not provide such easy access to some of the schema level meta data.

SELECT sess.process, sess.status, sess.username, sess.schemaname.